Power your
home for less
Take control of your energy
costs with the Redback
Smart Hybrid System.

Making energy smart

Australia’s affordable battery storage system
Redback’s Australian engineers focussed on developing a battery
storage system from the ground up that combines the inverter,
batteries and software into an easy to use all-in-one system.
The Redback Smart Hybrid System looks great inside or outside
your home, it’s fast to install saving you on your upfront purchase
price.

Intelligent software for
greater savings
Using the power of Microsoft we’ve
developed software that intelligently
manages your energy to maximise
your savings everyday.
We have built in the ability to switch
on high energy consuming appliances
during the day, reducing the amount
of energy you send to the grid.

Updates that get smarter

Stay in control

Redback’s Brisbane software team is
always improving your software. We can
update your internet connected system
to ensure you always get the latest
software and features.

The Redback portal and app is simple
yet powerful, allowing you to easily
monitor your system generation,
storage levels and more.

Backup power for blackouts
Don’t be left in the dark in a blackout. Our backup power feature powers
key appliances and lighting when the
unexpected occurs.*

The system intelligently converts solar and battery
power into usable power for your home.

The system
converts energy
from your solar
panels.

Grid connected to
allow you to sell
excess energy
created or draw on
additional energy
when you need it.

To energy you
can use in your
home.

Store excess
energy generated
and use it when
your solar panels
aren’t generating
enough for your
needs.

Tailor the system to your
needs
The Smart Hybrid System is a modular
system designed with expandable
battery storage that is able to grow
with your needs over time.

In a blackout
continue to
power key
appliances and
lighting.*

Use the Redback
portal & app to
keep tabs on your
energy usage and
switch on key
appliances.**

Streamlined all-in-one
design
5kW solar output
Expandable battery storage
Uninterrupted backup
power integrated*
Powerful yet simple portal
and app

*When DC-coupled, backup circuit is connected and solar or
battery energy is available. Appliances selected at time of install.
**When the system is connected to suitable appliances.

Now battery storage makes
financial sense!
With payback periods that make
sense, you can rest easy knowing you
have made a smart investment in your
energy future.
To hear some of our customer’s
success stories visit our website at
redbacktech.com.

About Redback
Redback is an Australian based
company focused on the
development of advanced, and
affordable battery storage systems.
Our passion is creating products that
deliver lower energy costs and reduce
dependence on fossil fuel, ensuring a
cleaner energy for future generations.

Find out more at
redbacktech.com
info@redbacktech.com
1300 240 182
@redbacktechnologies
@redbacktechnologies
@redbacktech
@redbacktechnologies
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